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ABSTRACT 
Results are presented from a combined experimental and numerical study aimed at comparing the flocculation 
behaviour of purely-cohesive (clay) and mixed (sand-clay) sediment suspensions under equivalent controlled 
hydrodynamic conditions. The experiments were conducted in a grid-stirred settling column and focussed on measuring 
the parametric influences of grid-generated shear rate and local suspended sediment concentrations on the time-
evolution of the micro- and macrofloc size distributions generated in the column, as well as representative maximal and 
root-mean-square floc sizes. The results indicate that for kaolin clay suspensions under low-medium shear rates, initial 
aggregation rates and the peak or quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained increase with the clay input concentration; this 
latter effect due to the larger proportion of macroflocs generated within these runs. By contrast, under high shear rates, 
representative floc sizes for kaolin clay suspensions remain largely unchanged over the experimental duration, with 
little influence from clay input or in-situ concentrations, and no macroflocs present in the resulting floc size 
distributions. The addition of the fine sand fraction to the kaolin clay suspensions is shown to reduce both initial 
aggregation rates and the representative floc sizes attained in the column for runs under low-medium shear rates, whilst 
having negligible effect on the flocculation behaviour for the sand-clay mixtures under high shear rates. These results 
suggest that the sand fraction inhibits flocculation at lower shear rates due to an additional floc break-up mechanism 
resulting from direct sand-clay interactions (e.g. particle-floc collisions). The importance of these inter-fractional (sand-
clay) interactions diminishes, in comparison to shear-induced floc break-up, under higher shear conditions. A one 
dimensional vertical (1DV) model incorporating a population balance equation (PBE) that includes new representation 
of these multi-fractional (sand-clay) collisions is applied to simulate the kaolin clay and sand-clay settling column tests. 
In general, the 1DV PBE model predictions provide good agreement with the measured in-situ concentrations and 
quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained, but under-predict floc sizes during the initial aggregation phase due to uncertainty 
with the upper boundary condition in the 1DV model domain. Furthermore, the reliance of the 1DV PBE model 
predictions on empirical floc break-up rates associated with shear-induced floc fragmentation and multi-fractional 
(sand-clay) collisions warrants further attention to better define the microscale dynamics of these processes for their 
improved representation in the PBE model. It is anticipated that this multi-fractional approach represents an improved 
basis for modelling flocculation processes within natural sedimentary environments, such as estuaries and tidal inlets, 
where bed sediments often consist of interacting cohesive (i.e. muds) and non-cohesive (i.e. silts, sands) fractions. 
 
Keywords: Flocculation; mixed sediments; sand-clay mixtures; settling column; grid-generated shear; 1DV model; 
population balance equation.  
1. Introduction 
Natural sedimentary environments such as estuaries are amongst the most dynamic of coastal zones due to strong 
variability in sediment fluxes generated by natural hydrodynamic forcing from tidal currents and/or waves, as well as 
anthropogenic interventions such as dredging operations, port and harbor developments, coastal structures and energy 
installations. Subtidal and intertidal sediments within these environments typically consist of cohesive muds (e.g. clays 
and organic matter) and non-cohesive fractions (e.g. fine sands and silts), which can vary significantly in proportion 
both spatially and temporally [1]. The nature of interactions that exist between cohesive and non-cohesive sediments 
has important implications for modelling transport processes such as flocculation, settling, deposition, erosion and 
consolidation [24] and, ultimately, morphodynamic evolution within estuaries. While the physical behavior of mixed 
(sand-mud) sediments is known to be significantly different from that of the individual fractions [5], many previous 
studies [612] have considered estuaries and tidal inlets as predominantly segregational environments, where the mud 
and sand fractions are treated largely as independent, non-interacting regimes. As such, there is an acknowledged lack 
of quantitative information on the key parametric influences on sand-mud interactions in suspension, and their effects 
on flocculation and settling within mixed sedimentary systems [13].   
 
For purely cohesive sediments, flocculation (i.e. particle aggregation and break-up) is known to result from inter-
particle collisions due to Brownian motion, turbulent mixing and differential settling [1416]. Many flocculation 
models for cohesive suspensions are based on the hierarchical “order of aggregation” approach [17], whereby primary 
mud particles agglomerate to form small, dense microflocs (i.e. Df  ~150 m), which in turn can flocculate to form 
larger, more fragile, macroflocs (Df  ~150 m) [18,19]. It is generally accepted that for a given primary particle 
concentration, aggregation rates and, hence, floc sizes will tend to increase with the turbulence intensity due to an 
increased number of inter-particle collisions. However, the same turbulent motions also generate shear stresses that can 
limit floc growth due to disruption and break-up of macroflocs [16,20]. Most previous laboratory and in-situ field 
investigations have shown a strong inverse relationship exists between measured floc sizes and turbulent shear rates 
[3,14,2026]; only at very low shear rates (i.e. G < 35 s-1 [27]), where aggregation dominates over break-up processes, 
has floc growth been observed with increasing turbulent shear rates. 
 
Previous flocculation research also indicates that the influence of particle concentration is not as straightforward as 
conventional wisdom or common assumptions on aggregation behaviour may suggest (i.e. higher concentrations  
increased inter-particle collisions  higher aggregation rates and increased floc sizes) [28]. While some experimental 
studies [29,30] support this hypothesis, other investigations [3,20,31] found limited or no systematic correlation 
between floc sizes generated and mass concentration. Indeed, the study by Tsai et al. [32] indicated the opposite trend, 
with reduced floc sizes attained at higher particle mass concentrations, leading Lick and Lick [33] to suggest that, under 
specific parametric conditions, inter-floc collisions may be more important in the break-up process than fluid shearing. 
The temporal variability in these aggregation and break-up processes also results in continually-evolving floc properties 
(e.g. floc size and density), non-equilibrium suspended sediment loads and settling fluxes [3,24,34]. Cuthbertson et al. 
[3] conducted grid-stirred settling column experiments to investigate the temporal evolution of kaolin clay flocs forming 
under a range of turbulent shear rates and “single-shot” particle mass concentrations. They found that the highest initial 
aggregation rates and largest (macro-) flocs were generated under low turbulent shear conditions, with lower 
aggregation rates and smaller (micro-) flocs generated under higher turbulent shear conditions. However, for the time-
varying conditions generated by the “single-shot” clay input, the observed flocculation behavior was largely controlled 
by resulting concentration gradients in the column that influenced both the floc settling rates and flocculation time 
scales (i.e. time to attain the so-called equilibrium floc size, where aggregation and break-up processes balance [35]). 
 
In comparison to these extensive studies on purely cohesive (mud) flocculation, there remain significant knowledge 
gaps in the physical understanding of flocculation and settling behaviour for sand-mud mixtures. Recent experimental 
studies [36,37] found that the contributions to the mass settling flux from microflocs (i.e. Df  160 m) and macroflocs 
(i.e. Df  160 m) tend to increase and reduce, respectively, with increasing  sand content, leading to the hypothesis that 
the sand grains tend to interact more with the smaller, denser microfloc structures than with the larger, more fragile 
macroflocs. By contrast, Cuthbertson et al. [3] demonstrated that the aggregation rates and floc sizes generated in pure 
kaolin clay suspensions under non-equilibrium conditions were inhibited significantly by the addition of sand. It is 
suggested that this demonstrates the role of (i) direct collisions between sand particles and clay macroflocs, and/or (ii) 
indirect particle-fluid interactions and self-induced turbulence within mixed (sand-clay) suspensions, in increasing the 
break-up rate of macroflocs, and thus inhibiting their formation in the mixed (sand-clay) suspensions. However, as there 
have been relatively few systematic experimental studies aimed at determining the parametric influences on the 
flocculation of sand-mud mixtures, the influence of inter-fractional interactions on aggregation and break-up processes 
remains largely ignored in flocculation modelling studies. 
 
The main aim of the current study is therefore to investigate experimentally the parametric controls on the flocculation 
behaviour of both purely cohesive (kaolin clay) and mixed (sand-clay) suspensions for prescribed sediment feed 
conditions and controlled hydrodynamic forcing generated in a grid-stirred settling column. Specifically, the clay and 
sand fractions are added (where applicable) continuously over a specified feed duration, with the resulting temporally-
increasing mass concentrations in the settling column designed to replicate, to some extent, the increases in suspended 
concentrations that typically occur during the build up to an estuarine turbidity maximum [38]. The study extends on 
from the previous experimental work by Cuthbertson et al. [3] by measuring the temporal evolution of representative 
floc sizes (i.e. maximal Df,95; Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms) both during the initial aggregation phase (i.e. dDf /dt > 0, 
under non-equilibrium conditions) and the transition to quasi-equilibrium flocculation conditions (i.e. dDf /dt  0) 
within the settling column. Here, the kaolin-only runs are therefore used to provide base-line data against which the 
parametric influences of the sand fraction in the sand-clay mixture runs could be assessed quantitatively.  
 
The second aim of the study is to simulate these kaolin-only and sand-clay settling column runs through the application 
of a one-dimensional vertical (1DV) advection-diffusion model coupled to a multi-fractional population balance 
equation (PBE) approach. A key new aspect of this numerical study is the inclusion in the PBE of additional 
floc break-up terms to account for the effects of sand particle – clay floc collisions, and determine their 
influence on floc growth rates and maximum floc sizes attained in the sand-clay mixture runs. To the best of 
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that inter-fractional (sand-clay) break-up terms have been included in a 
1DV PBE model approach. As such, the experimental datasets from the kaolin-only and sand-clay settling column runs 
are used to verify the aggregation and break-up terms specified in this new, multi-fractional PBE model, thus enabling 
the quantitative contributions associated with floc growth (i.e. floc-floc collisions) and break-up (i.e. floc breakage; 
sand particle – clay floc collisions) to be isolated within the model simulations. 
 
2. Experimental Set-up and Methodology 
2.1 Settling Column Arrangement 
Figs. 1(a) and (b) show a schematic representation of the settling column used in the experimental studies and a labelled 
image of the system in operation, respectively. The column arrangement consists of a 50 litre capacity upper buffer 
mixing tank; a 2.1 m-long main column section, constructed from circular acrylic pipe with an internal diameter of 0.24 
m (5 mm wall thickness); and an in-situ floc measurement section at the bottom of the column. For the experimental 
runs, the column and buffer tank were filled with clear, fresh water (w = 1000 kg.m
-3
). 
 
A rigid array of eight interconnected grids, each horizontally-orientated and vertically aligned at a fixed spacing H = 
200 mm is used to generate controlled hydrodynamic forcing conditions within the main column section. These grids 
are connected to an external drive mechanism, allowing them to oscillate with a predefined stroke (i.e. S = 53 mm) and 
frequency (i.e. f = 0.2 – 0.6 s-1). Each grid has a uniform square mesh pattern of “hole” size M = 45 mm and “bar” 
thickness m = 9 mm, with the resulting ratio M/m = 5 and corresponding grid solidity of 29% in accord with the 
geometrical configuration adopted previously for grid turbulence studies [39,40]. 
 
2.2 Sediment Input Conditions 
Prior to each experimental run, concentrated water-clay suspensions with mass concentration Cm = 1.2, 1.8 and 2.4 g.l
-1
 
were prepared within an external mixing tank by adding measured quantities (60, 90 and 120 g) of kaolin clay [Polwhite 
B; d25: d50: d90 = 0.6: 2.0: 8.5 m; plastic (PL) and liquid (LL) limits = 28% and 54%, respectively; specific gravity m = 
2.59] to a set volume (50 l) of fresh water. These suspensions were mixed vigorously prior to and during the 
experimental run with submersible pumps to ensure that the input concentration remained uniform throughout the test 
and the kaolin clay particles remained in a largely unflocculated state. The concentrated kaolin-water mixture was fed 
into the buffer tank via a peristaltic pump set at a constant feed rate of 0.3 l.min
-1
 (i.e. 0.005 l.s
-1
), where it was further 
mixed and diluted by rotating paddles [Figs. 1(a) and (b)]. The counter-rotation of the two mixing paddles generated an 
established circulation in the buffer tank leading to the gradual transfer of the dilute clay suspension into the main 
column section, where it was subjected to the prescribed turbulent flow conditions generated by the oscillating grids. In 
general, the duration of kaolin feed into the buffer tank lasted between 140 and 215 minutes, with the experimental floc 
measurements continuing after the clay-water feed was stopped (for a total run duration of up to 6 hours). The main 
experimental variables within each of the individual runs performed in the study are presented in Table 1. 
 
For experimental runs considering the flocculation characteristics of sand-clay mixtures, the kaolin suspension was 
prepared and fed into the buffer tank, as described above. The non-cohesive fraction was an extra fine sand [CLS33-
Superfine high silica sand; Ds = 75 – 500 m; Ds,50 = 150 m; specific gravity s = 2.64], which was added directly into 
the main column section as a continuous, dry feed via a calibrated vibration feeder, sited above the buffer tank [Fig. 
1(b)]. The sand feed rate IR was varied between 1.99 – 4.70 g.min
-1
 and continued throughout the full duration of each 
run. This direct, continuous, dry sand feed method was adopted to prevent mass sand deposition within the upper buffer 
tank and due to the expectation that the column residence time of the sand particles would be 1-2 orders of magnitude 
shorter than the kaolin flocs forming within the column (based on predicted settling velocities).  
 
2.3 Concentration Measurement and Floc Characterisation 
Total suspended sediment (TSS) concentrations were measured as a continuous time-series record at two locations in 
the main column section using optical backscatter (OBS) probes [i.e. at the mid-elevation within the oscillating grid 
array (OBS1) and directly beneath the array (OBS2), Fig. 1(a)]. These OBS probes were calibrated over a wide range of 
sand-clay mixtures (sand: Cs = 0  5 g l
-1
; clay: Cc = 0  1 g l
-1
), with relationships established between the turbidity 
(NTU) and total suspended sediment concentrations (i.e. TSS = Cc + Cs) at both measurement locations.  
 
An in-situ floc measurement section [Fig. 1(a)] was designed to permit recording and analysis of the flocs generated 
within the main column section under the influence of the oscillating grid turbulence. This measurement section was 
installed directly below the main, grid-stirred, column section and was designed to sample small (but statistically-
significant) volumes of the flocs, through the opening and closing of a narrow slotted gate, at specific elapsed times 
throughout each individual run. These floc samples entering the viewing chamber were illuminated by a vertically-
orientated YAG pulsed laser light sheet and recorded (at 30 frames per second) using a Point Grey Grasshopper digital 
CCD Camera with a 3.3X macro lens that permitted a maximum image resolution of 1932  1452 pixels [i.e. 1 pixel = 
3.78 m, see Fig. 2(a)]. The image analysis software package ImageJ [41] was used to identify the individual flocs and 
their geometrical properties (e.g. surface area, perimeter, circularity, etc.) [Fig. 2(b) and (c)] through application of 
appropriate image filtering (for noise removal) and intensity thresholds to the raw floc images. 
 
A nominal equivalent floc diameter Df was calculated for each identified floc from their measured surface area Af, such 
that Df = 2(Af/)
1/2
 [42]. Similarly, nominal equivalent floc volumes Vf = (4/3)Df 
3
 were also calculated to plot floc size 
distribution curves in terms of floc volumetric fractions. To enable quantitative analysis of the temporal variations in 
floc size characteristics throughout each experimental run, the root-mean-square Df,rms and maximal Df,95 (and Df,90) floc 
sizes were determined, such that: 

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where n is the total number of flocs identified at a given sample period. The maximal floc sizes Df,95 (and Df,90) were 
obtained from the calculated ensemble average of the largest 5% (and 10%) of these identified flocs. Validation of flocs 
included in this ensemble-averaging procedure was conducted to ensure that each floc was singular (i.e. non-
overlapping) and fully focused within the laser light sheet. For runs with sand-clay mixtures, illuminated sand particles 
were also discounted from the floc averaging procedure. It is noted here that the floc images could not be used to define 
explicitly the respective roles of aggregation processes (i.e. due to clay floc–floc collisions) and break-up processes (i.e. 
due to shear-induced floc breakage or sand particle – floc collisions) in floc development as the microscale dynamics of 
these interactions could not be measured directly within the settling column. 
 
 
2.4 Grid Turbulence Characteristics 
The oscillating grid arrangement within the settling column was shown in [3] to generate controlled hydrodynamic 
forcing conditions consisting of near-isotropic, zero-mean-shear turbulence in the central flow region between the grids. 
Based on the analysis of turbulence characteristics generated by the oscillating grid array, the vertical distribution of 
root-mean-square turbulence intensities urms(z) and vrms(z) between individual grid pairs can be defined non-
dimensionally, based on grid characteristics [3] as  
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where Cg is an empirically-derived coefficient [3], M is the grid mesh “hole” size, S is the oscillation stroke, z is the 
vertical displacement from the mid-elevation (i.e. z = 0) between the grids, f is the oscillation frequency and H is the 
grid spacing. Within the current experiments, the mesh size grid M, oscillation stroke S and grid spacing H were fixed at 
0.045, 0.05 and 0.2 m, respectively. With the assumption that the grid-generated turbulence is approximately isotropic, 
the turbulent kinetic energy k and dissipation  for the grid-generated turbulence can be estimated following the 
procedure outlined in [3]. The turbulent shear rate (or dissipation parameter) G is an important parameter controlling the 
flocculation (aggregation) and break-up (disaggregation) of mud flocs [16] and can be estimated directly from the 
formulation proposed by Camp and Stein [43] 

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where lx is the integral length scale of the grid turbulence and  is the kinematic viscosity. Estimated values for the 
minimum and maximum turbulent shear rate G are presented in Table 1 for a given oscillating grid frequency f (i.e. f = 
0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 s
-1
), utilising UVP-measured urms turbulence intensities and estimated integral length scales lx at the 
mid-elevation between grid pairs (i.e. z/H = 0) and in close vicinity of the oscillating grids (i.e. z/H  0.475), 
respectively. It is noted from Table 1 that the estimated G values increase by about 2 orders of magnitude between the 
quasi-isotropic turbulence region at the mid-elevation and the flow region adjacent to the grids. The estimated G values 
are also shown to vary by a factor of ~5 over the three grid oscillation frequencies tested.  
 
3. Experimental Results 
3.1 Concentration Distribution in Settling Column 
Fig. 3 shows example time series plots of turbidity (NTU) measured by the OBS probes at the mid-height (OBS1) and 
bottom (OBS2) of the oscillating grid array, with moving average trend lines (i.e. over 11 minutes or 61 data 
measurements) indicating the general temporal variation in turbidity at the two column locations during the 
experimental runs. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show directly comparable datasets for kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture 
suspensions (i.e. TN3 and TNS3, respectively, see Table 1) for otherwise identical oscillating grid and clay feed 
conditions. It is noted here that, under the lowest grid shear conditions tested (i.e. G = 0.73 – 46.6 s-1, Table 1), OBS1 
and OBS2 turbidity values increase monotonically over the full run duration, indicating that equilibrium concentrations 
are not attained in the column. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and (b) directly, the turbidity values for the sand-clay run [TNS3, 
Fig. 3(b)] are significantly lower than in the kaolin clay run [TN3, Fig. 3(a)]. This is somewhat unexpected as the OBS 
calibration measurements indicated that the addition of fine sand (i.e. Cs = 0  5.0 g l
-1
) would increase the measured 
NTU values, compared to equivalent kaolin clay suspensions (Cc = 0  1.0 g l
-1
). This suggests that the presence of the 
fine sand fraction must inhibit the downward motion of the clay suspension in the settling column due to either (i) 
reduced flocculation rates (and, hence, floc settling rates) under weak, grid-generated turbulence, or (ii) differential 
settling and wake effects induced by the rapidly settling sand particles. Indeed, turbidity (NTU) measurements for a 
sand-clay suspension with higher sand content (i.e. TNS4, Table 1) are shown to reduce further compared to the 
equivalent kaolin clay suspension, under otherwise identical conditions.  
 
Similarly, direct comparison of Figs. 3(c) and (d) for kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture suspensions generated under 
higher shear rate conditions (i.e. G = 2.07 – 123.5 s-1; TN5 and TNS1, respectively) also indicate a reduction in NTU 
values when the sand fraction is present within the column. In both cases here, the moving-average trend line for OBS1 
measurements approaches an equilibrium NTU value (~320 and ~300, respectively) after an elapsed time of ~175 mins, 
while the temporal lag in OBS2 measurements results in similar equilibrium NTU values being approached near the end 
of the runs (i.e. t  350 mins.). Finally, under the highest shear conditions tested (i.e. G = 3.79 – 226.8 s-1), direct 
comparison between NTU values for the kaolin clay [Fig. 3(e)] and sand-clay mixture [Fig. 3(f)] suspensions indicate 
similar overall temporal variations, with a comparable time lags between OBS1 and OBS2 measurements (i.e. 
equilibrium NTU values of ~320 and ~290 attained at t = ~165 mins and ~225 mins, respectively). It is also noted that 
the initial rate of turbidity increase at OBS1 and OBS2 is larger for runs at higher shear rates, indicating that turbulent 
diffusion in the grid-stirred column increases with shear rate G, as expected. In the remainder of the paper, OBS1 and 
OBS2 measurements are presented as total suspended sediment (TSS) concentrations following calibration. 
 
3.2 Flocculation for Kaolin Clay Suspensions 
Fig. 4 presents size distributions for kaolin clay flocs recorded in the floc viewing chamber [Fig. 1(a)] for clay-only 
suspensions. These floc size distribution (FSD) plots are derived from calculated volumetric fractions for individual floc 
size classes i, each with representative mean floc diameters Df,i. Floc size distributions obtained for the lowest grid shear 
and clay input concentration conditions [i.e. TN1: G = 0.73 – 43.6 s-1; Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
, Fig. 4(a)] have typically high 
volumetric proportions (between ~25% and ~34%) of smaller microflocs (Df < 63 m), with the proportion of 
macroflocs (Df > 150 m) generally lower, but increasing (i.e. 0%  ~13%) over the experiment duration. At higher 
clay input concentrations [i.e. TN3: Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
, Fig. 4(b)], the proportion of smaller microflocs is significantly lower 
and reduces (i.e. 21%  11%) over the experiment duration, while the proportion of macroflocs increases (up to ~45%) 
over the run duration. For the medium grid shear condition (i.e. G = 2.07 – 123.5 s-1), floc size distributions at the lower 
clay input condition [i.e. TN4: Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
, Fig. 4(c)] again have larger volumetric proportions of smaller microflocs 
(between ~17% and ~30%) compared to macroflocs (up to ~14%), but with no obvious increasing or decreasing trends 
over the experiment duration. At higher clay input concentrations [i.e. TN5: Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
, Fig. 4(d)], notable reductions 
and increases, respectively, in the smaller microfloc (between ~13% and ~24%) and macrofloc (between ~10% and 
~38%) populations are again observed. Finally, for runs at the highest grid shear condition (G = 3.79 – 226.8 s-1) [i.e. 
TN7 and TN8: Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
 and 1.8 g l
-1
, Figs. 4(e) and (f)], while no macroflocs are generated, smaller microfloc 
fractions vary typically between ~25% and ~46% during the runs. In summary, the measured floc size distributions 
generally indicate that an increase in the input clay concentration Cm leads to a reduction in the abundance of smaller 
microflocs (Df < 63 m) and a corresponding increase in the macrofloc (Df > 150 m) populations. The results also 
demonstrate a general trend of increasing microfloc (Df < 63 m) and reducing macrofloc (Df > 150 m) populations 
with increasing shear rate G conditions in the settling column. These findings are in general accord with the expected 
parametric influences of clay input concentration Cm and shear rate G on the floc sizes generated in the grid-stirred 
settling column [3], which will be discussed in detail later.  
 
To better understand the temporal variations in the floc size distributions generated for kaolin clay suspensions, 
representative maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes are calculated. Fig. 5 shows the time series of 
these representative floc sizes in the kaolin clay runs with the same parametric combinations of clay input concentration 
Cm and grid-generated shear G conditions, as shown in Fig. 4. These plots also present corresponding time series 
measurements of total suspended sediment (TSS) concentrations at the OBS1 and OBS2 positions in the column (Fig. 1). 
At the lowest shear and clay input conditions [i.e. TN1: G = 0.73 – 43.6 s-1; Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
, Fig. 5(a)], the initial floc 
growth is highlighted by the temporal increase in maximal Df,95 floc sizes (i.e. 106 m  139 m for t = 96  211 
mins). This initial aggregation rate dDf,95/dt = 0.30 m/min [i.e. gradient of best-fit trend line in Fig. 5(a)] is shown to 
reduce significantly at later elapsed times [i.e. dDf,95/dt = 0.07 m/min, Fig. 5(a)], with the peak maximal floc size Df,95 
= 148 m attained at t = 344 mins. These general trends are mirrored by the temporal variation of the Df,90 floc sizes, 
while the Df,rms floc sizes remain relatively consistent throughout the run [i.e. Df,rms = 68 – 75 m, Fig. 5(a)]. This is 
consistent with the relative invariability in smaller microflocs (Df < 63 m), and the significant increase in macroflocs 
(Df > 150 m), observed in the corresponding FSDs [Fig. 4(a)] over the run duration. The temporal increase in Df,95 
values also coincides with the monotonic increase in TSS clay concentrations measured at OBS1 and OBS2 positions, 
indicating the significant parametric role that concentration plays in the initial aggregation processes. Fig. 5(b) shows 
that a higher initial aggregation rate (i.e. dDf,95/dt = 0.53 m/min) occurs at the higher clay input condition [i.e. run 
TN3: Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
, Table 1], reaching a peak maximal floc size Df,95 = 187 m at t = 225 min, before reducing slightly 
(i.e. Df,95  176 m) over the remainder of the run. Corresponding Df,90 and Df,rms floc sizes also show an initial 
aggregation phase up to their maximum values (i.e.  Df,90 = 176 m; Df,rms = 95 m at t = 225 mins), followed by a 
slight reduction over the remainder of the run. This is again in general accord with the observed temporal changes in 
smaller microfloc (Df < 63 m) and macrofloc (Df > 150 m) populations in the FSDs [Fig. 4(b)]. In particular, these 
results suggest that, while TSS concentrations in the column increase throughout the experiment duration, Df,95, Df,90 
and Df,rms floc sizes can attain peak or quasi-equilibrium values during the run, with the slight reductions in floc sizes in 
later stages potentially related to the finite duration of the kaolin clay feed (see Table 1). 
 
For the medium shear condition (i.e. G = 2.07 – 123.5 s-1), a larger initial aggregation rate (i.e. Df,95/dt = 0.66 m/min) 
is again obtained for the higher clay input run [i.e. TN5: Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
, Fig. 5(d)], compared to the lower clay input 
condition [i.e. TN4: Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
, Fig. 5(c)], where Df,95/dt = 0.37 m/min. This is consistent with the initial growth 
rates observed for the Df,90 and Df,rms floc sizes for both clay input conditions. Subsequent to this initial aggregation 
phase, these representative floc sizes for both runs [Fig. 5(c) and (d)] again reduce slightly from their peak values 
attained during the runs. It is also noted that the measured OBS1 and OBS2 concentrations tend to the same equilibrium 
levels within the column [i.e. TSS  ~0.6 g.l-1, Fig. 5(c); TSS  ~0.95 g.l-1, Fig.5(d)], but at different elapsed times, 
with a notable temporal lag between the two measurements positions. In both cases, the representative floc sizes reach 
their peak or quasi-equilibrium values before equilibrium concentrations are attained at both OBS1 and OBS2 positions 
in the column. This may again be associated with the finite-duration feed times of kaolin clay into the column (i.e. tm = 
152 and 170 mins, Table 1). However, Figs. 5(c) and (d) [and corresponding FSDs in Figs. 4(c) and (d)] indicate that 
larger equilibrium concentrations [i.e. TSS  0.95 g l-1, Fig. 5(d)] also correspond to larger macroflocs (Df > 150 m) 
populations and maximal floc sizes (Df,95 andDf,90) being generated in the settling column, in general accord with 
aggregation theory [17]. 
 
For the highest shear rate condition (i.e. G = 3.79 – 226.8 s-1), Figs. 5(e) and (f) indicate minimal temporal variation in 
the measured Df,95, Df,90 and Df,rms floc sizes over the full experiment duration, with no indication of the initial 
aggregation phase in either run (i.e. dDf,95/dt  0). This suggests that aggregation and break-up are approximately 
balanced from an early stage within these runs. Comparing Figs. 5(e) and (f) directly, there is a slight increase in 
representative floc sizes for the larger clay input concentration [i.e. TN8: Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
, Fig. 5(f)], compared to the 
lower input condition [i.e. TN7: Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
, Fig. 5(e)], but no discernible influence on these floc sizes from the 
temporal variation in concentrations within the column. As such, it is anticipated that high shear rates dominate the 
aggregation and break-up behaviour in the kaolin clay suspensions, as evidenced by the preclusion of macroflocs (Df > 
150 m) under these conditions [see FSDs in Figs. 4(e) and (f)]. 
 
3.4 Flocculation for Sand-Clay Mixture Suspensions 
Fig. 6 presents similar temporal variations in the representative maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc 
sizes and corresponding TSS concentration measurements for the sand-clay mixtures tested in runs TNS1 – TNS6 (see 
Table 1). Figs. 6(a) and (b) show plots for runs conducted under the lowest shear condition (i.e. TNS3 and TNS4: G = 
0.73 – 43.6 s-1), with the same kaolin clay input condition (i.e. Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
), but different sand input rates (Is = 2.0 g 
min
-1
 and 4.15 g min
-1
, respectively). For the lower sand input [i.e. Fig. 6(a)], the initial aggregation rate (i.e. dDf,95/dt = 
0.50 m/min) is slightly lower than for the equivalent kaolin clay run [i.e. TN3: dDf,95/dt = 0.53 m/min, Fig. 5(b)], 
while the higher sand input [Fig. 6(b)] reduces this initial aggregation rate significantly (i.e. dDf,95/dt = 0.14 m/min). 
The influence of the sand fraction is also shown to reduce the peak Df,95, Df,90 and Df,rms floc sizes attained in the column 
when compared to corresponding values for the kaolin clay suspension [i.e. TN3, Fig. 5(b)]. Here, it is apparent that 
macroflocs (Df > 150 m) are almost completely absent from the two sand-clay mixtures shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b). 
Furthermore, the concentration time series at both OBS1 and OBS2 positions are significantly reduced for the two sand-
clay mixtures [Figs. 6(a) and (b)], when compared to the equivalent kaolin clay suspension [Fig. 5(b)]. This effect may 
be indicative of (i) the increased presence of smaller microflocs with reduced settling rates, and/or (ii) increasingly 
hindered settling of these microflocs due to upward fluid displacement by the faster settling sand particles [2]. 
 
Under the medium shear condition (G = 2.07 – 123.5 s-1), two sand-clay mixture runs (i.e. TNS1 and TNS5, Table 1) 
were conducted for different sand input rates (i.e. Is = 2.26 g min
-1
 and 3.90 g min
-1
, respectively). Figs. 6(c) and (d) 
again indicate that both the initial aggregation rates and peak maximal Df,95 floc sizes attained for these sand-clay 
mixtures are significantly lower than for the equivalent kaolin clay suspension [i.e. TN5, Fig. 5(d)]. This suggests that 
the presence of the sand fraction hinders both the initial clay floc development and the maximum sizes that can be 
generated in the settling column for given shear rates and kaolin clay input conditions. Comparing Figs. 6(c) and (d), 
however, the significant differences in the representative floc sizes obtained for sand feed rates Is = 2.26 g min
-1
 [Fig. 
6(c)] and 3.90 g min
-1
 [Fig. 6(d)] are somewhat unexpected as the larger sand input would be expected to inhibit floc 
development (and, hence, floc sizes and settling rates) to a greater extent in the column. Finally, at the highest grid 
shear condition (G = 3.79 – 226.8 s-1), two sand-clay mixture runs (i.e. TNS2 and TNS6, Table 1) with different sand 
input rates (i.e. Is = 1.99 and 4.70 g min
-1
, respectively) are shown in Figs. 6(e) and (f), respectively. Here, the maximal 
Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes are largely similar to those obtained for the equivalent kaolin clay 
suspension [i.e. TN8, Fig. 5(f)]. This indicates that the shear rate G is the dominant factor controlling aggregation and 
break-up processes and, hence, the peak floc sizes generated in the column for both kaolin clay and sand-clay mixtures 
under this high grid-generated shear condition.  
 
3.5 Parametric Controls on Equilibrium Floc Sizes 
Examination of the results presented in Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that the temporal variation in the measured in-situ 
concentration C has a significant parametric influence on temporal variation of the maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-
square Df,rms floc sizes generated in the settling column. Other parametric controls such as turbulent shear rate G and the 
presence of a sand fraction in sand-clay mixed suspensions also have a strong influence on both the initial aggregation 
rates and the quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained. The relative influence of shear rate G and concentration C on the 
balance between floc aggregation and break-up processes has been considered previously within a Lagrangian 
framework derived by Winterwerp [16,35] for mud-only suspensions. With this approach, the equilibrium floc size Df,e 
(i.e. when aggregation and break-up terms balance in the Lagrangian framework) is defined by: 
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where kA and kB are empirically-determined, dimensional aggregation (m
2
.kg
-1
) and break-up (s
1/2
.m
-2
) parameters, and 
C is a representative (and constant) suspended sediment mass concentration. For the current settling column runs with 
kaolin clay and sand-clay suspensions, the measured maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes might be 
expected to scale with C/G
1/2
 (where C is taken as the TSS concentration in the column at OBS2), once peak or quasi-
equilibrium floc sizes are attained towards the end of the runs. In the previous experimental study by the authors [3], a 
general parametric relationship between the peak maximal Df,95 floc sizes, the initial “single-shot” clay concentration 
Cini (g l
-1
) in the upper buffer tank [Fig. 1(a)] and the grid-generated shear rate G (s
-1
) was given by: 
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where empirical coefficients  = 2/5 and  = 1/2 for best fit to both the kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture suspension 
data. In the current study, with continuous kaolin clay (and sand) feed conditions over a finite duration (Table 1), peak 
or quasi-equilibrium floc sizes are generally attained once TSS concentrations (i.e. Cc + Cs) in the settling column 
approach relatively constant (i.e. equilibrium) values. In this context, Figs. 7(a)-(c) present relationships between the 
peak or quasi-equilibrium floc sizes Df,95, Df,90 and Df,rms attained for each run and a modified flocculation parameter 
(C/G)
1/2
 [i.e. where  =  = 1/2, Eq. (5)], which provides the best fit to both the kaolin clay and sand-clay suspension 
data. [Note: the horizontal error bars in Fig. 7 represent the standard deviation in the mean in-situ concentrations C 
measurements over the period of quasi-equilibrium conditions, while the vertical error bars represent the standard 
deviation in calculated representative floc sizes over the same period]. Overall, Figs. 7(a) and (b) indicate good 
correlation (R
2
 > 0.95) with a proportionality relationship Df,95; Df,90  (C/G)
1/2
 for the majority of kaolin clay and sand-
clay runs. The outliers to this relationship occur for runs at higher clay input concentrations, which indicate the 
formation of smaller Df,95 and Df,90 flocs sizes than might be expected. At low shear rate conditions, this is in accord 
with previous findings [32,33] that floc sizes can reduce with increasing mass concentration C due to an increasing 
influence of floc-floc collisions in the break-up processes relative to turbulent fluid shearing effects. Conversely, under 
high shear rate conditions, it can also be hypothesized that the Df,95 and Df,90 floc sizes attained will be strongly 
controlled by shear-dominated break-up processes and, thus, largely independent of concentration C (and, indeed, the 
presence of the sand fraction). In terms of the root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes, Fig. 7(c) shows considerably more 
scatter in the kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture data, with the  proportionality relationship Df,rms  (Cb/G)
1/2
 indicating 
much lower correlation (R
2
 = 0.62) to this data. This is as expected due to large (and variable) populations of smaller 
microflocs in the FSDs (Fig. 4) will have a strong influence on the calculated Df,rms values in each run. Finally, it is 
noted that the peak or quasi-equilibrium Df,95 floc sizes attained for the sand-clay mixtures are typically lower than the 
median sand grain size (i.e. Ds,50 = 150 m), with no indication of macroflocs (Df > 150 m) present in the FSDs. As 
such, it is hypothesised that the sand fraction imposes a potential limiting condition on the maximal clay floc sizes 
attainable within the sand-clay mixtures. 
 
4. Numerical modelling 
The flocculation of cohesive sediments can be modelled by either adopting (i) a simple Lagrangian-type floc growth 
equation [16,35] to predict the temporal evolution of a single characteristic floc size Df, or (ii) more complex population 
balance equations (PBEs) [27,4447], which predict the temporal evolution of the complete floc size distribution 
(FSD). In terms of the former approach, Eq. (4) describes the characteristic equilibrium floc size Df,e attained under 
specific environmental conditions (i.e. concentration C and shear rate G), assuming they remain constant for a time 
period in excess of the flocculation time Tf for the equilibrium floc size Df,e to be reached (i.e. Df  Df,e) [48]. A 
variation on this simple Lagrangian approach has been used above as a first attempt for the interpretation of the quasi-
equilibrium values of representative floc sizes generated in the settling column runs (Fig. 7). Both the Lagrangian and 
PBE modelling approaches can be coupled within a one-dimensional vertical (1DV) numerical model [35,44,46,47] to 
simulate the spatio-temporal variability in flocculation processes associated with concentration gradients and locally-
varying hydrodynamic conditions. In relation to the current experiments, the PBE model approach permits more direct 
comparisons with the temporal development in the floc size distributions (FSDs) and associated maximal Df,95 and root-
mean-square Df,rms floc sizes generated in the settling column. It also provides better scope for incorporating size and 
fractional (i.e. sand-clay) selectivity in the aggregation and break-up terms incorporated in the model. Thus, a simplified 
1DV approach (based on solution of the 1DV advection-diffusion equation) is developed herein to incorporate a newly-
extended PBE model capable of predicting the flocculation behaviour (i.e. aggregation and break-up) of both the kaolin 
clay and sand-clay mixture suspensions tested. The key new aspect of this PBE model is an additional break-up term 
included to account for floc fragmentation mechanisms associated with inter-fractional interactions (i.e. collisions 
between sand particles and clay flocs collisions) and their influence on the floc growth rates and the maximum floc 
sizes attained in the settling column runs. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first time that such multi-fractional 
(sand-clay) interactions have been included in a PBE model approach. 
 
4.1 1DV advection-diffusion model 
The 1DV unsteady advection-diffusion equation for a multi-fractional sediment suspension is given by  
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where Ci is the mass concentration of individual sediment fractions (i.e. clay flocs or sand particles) in the i
th
 size class; 
ws,i is the fractional hindered settling velocities, calculated by the expressions of Winterwerp [16] and Cheng [49,50] for 
clay floc and sand particle fractions, respectively; and s,i is the corresponding turbulent diffusion coefficients. Eq. (6) is 
discretised and solved using a Crank-Nicholson Implicit Scheme with upwind differencing on advection terms and 
central differencing on diffusion terms to calculate updated fractional mass concentration Ci within cells at different 
elevations within the column. For application in the settling column, the boundary conditions in the top cell are defined 
by the temporal variation in the clay concentration Ci within the upper buffer tank (i.e. due to the peristaltic pump feed), 
as well as the direct dry sand feed rate into the settling column, in order to represent the experimental conditions tested. 
At the bottom cell, a fully absorbing boundary condition is specified to represent mass loss due to deposition at the 
column base (Fig. 8).  
 
4.2 Population Balance Equation 
The flocculation and break-up behaviour of cohesive (clay) and mixed (sand-clay) suspensions can be simulated using a 
discretised population balance equation (PBE) approach to account for temporal and spatial variations in the floc size 
distribution (FSD) under varying hydrodynamic conditions and suspended sediment concentrations. Within the PBE, 
the total FSDs are divided into size classes with their temporal evolution characterised by individual balance equations 
that determine changes in the floc concentrations in each size class due to aggregation (i.e. floc-floc collisions) and 
break-up processes (i.e. shear-induced floc break-up; sand particle-floc collisions). These discretised PBE approaches 
also have to ensure that mass conservation is achieved between the different classes, such that the total mass of the FSD 
is conserved during the simulation. When applied in a 1DV model framework, the PBE approach can be used to predict 
clay aggregation and break-up processes within the settling column in each discretised cell (Fig. 8) and at each time 
step. The classical population balance equation given by von Smoluchowski [51] is 
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which describes the irreversible aggregation rate between flocs of size i and j, forming larger flocs of size k (i.e. where k 
= i + j). Within Eq. (7), ni,j is the number concentration for flocs in size classes i and j, respectively. The first term on 
the right hand side of Eq. (7) relates to the rate of increase in number concentration nk resulting from the aggregation of 
smaller floc sizes i and j, while the second term refers to the rate of reduction in nk arising from the aggregation of k-
sized flocs with all other floc sizes i (including i = k). Several assumptions are generally adopted in the von 
Smoluchowski [51] formulation, including: (i) all floc collisions are successful in leading to aggregation (i.e. collision 
efficiency i,j = 1); (ii) all particles and flocs within different size classes are considered spherical (i.e. no account of the 
fractal nature of flocs); and (iii) no aggregate break-up terms are included within the formulation. 
 
In solving Eq. (7), a volume-doubling discretisation Vi+1 = 2Vi  [44,52] is adopted for the clay fraction in order to reduce 
the number of floc size classes required to cover the floc size distribution (FSD) observed within the experiments. This 
is also a more computationally efficient approach for solving the FSD at different elevations within the settling column. 
Within this lumped discretisation, we specify M (= 30) clay size classes, where the geometric diameter Di of size class i 
is defined by: 
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where D1 (= 2 m) is the diameter of the primary clay particle. This lumped approach allows floc sizes to be generated 
up to D = 813 m (at i = 30), which is significantly larger than the floc sizes generated within the settling column for 
either the kaolin clay or sand-clay mixture runs. For the kaolin clay suspensions, the lumped discrete PBE including 
both aggregation and break-up terms is given in the form 
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where i,j is the collision efficiency between floc sizes in classes i and j; i,j is the collision frequency; fi,j is the size 
class allocation factor [44]; i is the floc breakage function; and Si is the floc fragmentation rate (see section 4.2.1 
below).  The particle number concentration ni in each class can be related to the known suspended mass concentration 
Ci as 
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where Vi and i are the representative floc volume and density, respectively, for size class i, where Vi = fs Di
3
 (with fs 
being a shape factor set to unity) and i calculated via [35] as follows 
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where w and s are the water and sediment particle densities, respectively, and nf is the fractal dimension of the flocs 
(assumed to be nf = 2.0, [48]). Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) yields: 
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The mass-conserving, lumped PBE solved within each discretised region (Fig. 8) can be derived from Eqs. (9) and (13) 
(see Appendix 1) to have the expanded form 
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where ni(i,j) represents the floc number change in any size class i resulting from collisions leading to aggregation with 
flocs in any size class j, where, in general 
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In this way, the combined terms within the {…} brackets in Eq. (14) represent the mass increase in size class i due to 
the combination of smaller flocs [i.e. up to size class (i – 1)] with (i – 1) and i size classes. The second combined term 
in Eq. (14) represents the mass loss in size class i due to the combination of i sized flocs with all floc size classes. The 
third and fourth terms represent the mass increase and reduction in size class i due to the shear break-up of flocs in 
larger size classes [i.e. j = (i + 1)  M] and within size class i itself, respectively. Finally, the fifth and sixth terms 
represent the new additional break-up mechanism associated with the collision of sand particles [represented as size 
class (M + 1) in the PBE model] and clay flocs [3], resulting in an increase and reduction of the mass in floc size class i, 
respectively. This effect of this additional sand-clay break-up mechanism on initial aggregation rates and maximum floc 
sizes is discussed in more detail later. 
 
4.2.1 PBE model parameters 
As the collisions between flocs in the present PBE model are assumed to be binary, the well-established “shell-core” 
model [53] is employed to estimate the collision efficiency i,j between two flocs from size classes i and j, such that:  
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where x and y (= 0.1) are fitting parameters and max (= 1.0) denotes the upper limit of i,j. This semi-empirical model 
predicts i,j to be significantly reduced (i.e. i,j  0) when the floc size ratio Dj/Di << 1, compared to higher collision 
efficiencies obtained when Di  Dj.  
 
The frequency i,j of the binary collisions between flocs from size classes i and j is estimated from the arithmetic sum of 
perikinetic interactions due to Brownian motion b(i,j) [44,46], orthokinetic interactions due to shear from the isotropic 
(i.e. grid-generated) turbulence sh(i,j) [27,45,46], and interactions resulting from differential settling ds(i,j) [46], i.e. 
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Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant (= 1.3810
-23
 m
2
.kg.s
-2
.K
-1
); T is the absolute temperature (K); G is the shear rate (s
-
1
); ws,i and ws,j are the settling velocities of fractions i and j, respectively [16]. In dynamic environments, it can be 
assumed that the collision frequency contribution from Brownian motions b(i,j) is negligible [45] in comparison to the 
contributions from shear and differential settling. 
 
The size class allocation factor fi,j [44] defines the fraction of newly-formed flocs due to binary collisions are allocated 
to each size class i to maintain mass-balance within the lumped PBE approach adopted, having the form: 
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In terms of the floc break-up characteristics due to shear, a binary breakage model is assumed, within which two equal-
sized flocs are assumed to form from the break-up of larger aggregates [i.e. breakage coefficient  = Vi /Vi+1 (= 1/2) 
within the volume-doubling discretisation adopted]. The fragmentation rate coefficient Si for flocs i is estimated by the 
semi-empirical expression proposed by [53], i.e. 
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where bi = B/Rci is the critical energy dissipation that causes floc break-up; B is the empirical break-up fitting parameter 
that allows fewer or more floc break-ups at a given size class i; Rci is effective capture radius of the floc in size class i. 
As such, the fragmentation rate Si is largely determined by the floc geometry in size class i and the level of turbulent 
shear it is exposed to. 
 
The final two terms as defined in Eq. (14) account for the new floc break-up mechanisms associated with direct 
collisions and indirect interactions between flows and sand particles. It is important to emphasise here that the 
microscale dynamics of the polydisperse, inter-fractional (sand-clay) interactions could not be determined explicitly 
from the experimental data obtained in the settling column runs with sand-clay mixtures. As such, these multi-fractional 
interactions are assumed to be represented by sand particle-clay floc collisions within the new extended PBE model, in 
a same manner to the treatment of floc-floc collisions that result in aggregation [3], but instead these particle-floc 
collisions result in floc fragmentation. Analysis of the experimental data for the sand-clay mixtures also indicated that 
the peak or quasi-equilibrium maximal Df,95 floc sizes attained in the settling column were generally smaller than the 
mean sand particle size (Ds,50 = 150 m), with no evidence of macroflocs (Df > 150 m) being generated in these runs.  
As such, it is assumed that floc fragmentation resulting from sand particle – clay floc collisions occurs only for floc size 
classes i larger than the sand particles (i.e. Di  Ds,50 = 150 m) and results in a binary floc breakage (i.e. i+1 = 1/2; Vi+1 
 2Vi), with the fragmentation coefficient Si,M+1 thus defined as follows 
11,1,1,   MMiMiMi nS   (23) 
With no available knowledge on the inter-factional (sand-clay) collision efficiency i,M+1, it is assumed to satisfy the 
following simple relationship: 
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It is also proposed that the inter-factional (sand-clay) collision frequency i,M+1 can be defined by Eqs. (17)  (20), 
through the substitutions Dj = Ds and ws,j = ws,M+1 to account for different mechanisms most likely to lead to these inter-
factional collisions (e.g. turbulent shear and differential settling).  
 
4.3 Comparison between Experimental and 1DV PBE Model Results 
For direct comparisons with the laboratory data collected in the kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture settling column runs, 
it is necessary to incorporate a number of idealisations and simplifications in the 1DV PBE model simulations to 
represent the prevalent experimental conditions. Firstly, the temporal variation in the clay concentration at the upper 
model boundary cell k = 1 of the 1DV model domain (Fig. 8) is represented by specifying accurately (i) the inflow rate 
Qm, concentration Cm and duration tm from the peristaltic pump feed into the upper buffer mixing tank (see Table 1); (ii) 
the buffer tank volume Vbuff; (iii) a mass transfer rate of kaolin clay from the tank into the main column section; and (iv) 
the mass loss from the buffer tank via the overflow pipe. Secondly, as no information is available on the initial floc size 
distribution (FSD) generated in the buffer tank, it is assumed that the initial clay size specified in cell k = 1 is set to the 
primary particle size Dp = 2 m. This is very conservative as some degree of clay flocculation would be expected to 
occur in the paddle-stirred buffer tank (Fig. 1) prior to transfer into the main column section,. Thirdly, the sand input 
concentration into the upper column is applied directly in cell k = 1 through the dry feed rates Is (Table 1) and cell 
volume Vk=1, assuming a uniform sand particle size Ds = 150 m. Finally, in the main column section, the grid-stirred 
turbulence intensities and corresponding shear rates G are shown to increase significantly as the individual oscillating 
grids are approached [Eq. (2) and Table 1]. In the 1DV PBE model simulations, this spatial variability in grid-generated 
turbulence is ignored, with uniform G values specified in the 1DV model domain (Fig. 8) for each different 
experimental condition.  
 
A limited number of experimental runs with kaolin clay (TN4, TN5, TN7 and TN8; Table 1] and sand-clay mixture 
(TNS2, TNS5 and TNS6; Table 1) suspensions are modelled, enabling parametric sensitivity to variations in grid shear 
rate G, clay input concentration Cm and the presence of sand to be investigated. The key 1DV PBE model parameters 
specified for each kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture run are summarised in Table 2, along with details of the PBE 
model coefficients that remain consistent over all simulations. Key parameters that have been included in the extended 
PBE [Eq. (14)] to reflect the influence of the sand fraction on the aggregation and break-up of clay flocs include the 
sand particle-floc collision efficiency i,M+1 [Eq. (24)], which is set at 0.5 for floc sizes Df  150 m. The settling 
velocity ws,M+1 of the sand particles, used in Eq. (19) to predict the effect of differential settling on collision frequency 
ds, is also calculated from established formulae [49,50]. The 1DV PBE model simulations for both the kaolin clay and 
sand-clay mixture runs are therefore compared directly with the experimental data on (1) total mass concentrations TSS 
= Cc + Cs in model cells (i.e. k = 15 and 30, respectively, Fig. 8) equivalent to the OBS1 and OBS2 positions; and (2) 
initial aggregation rates and the peak or quasi-equilibrium maximal Df,95 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes attained 
at the bottom of the  1DV model domain (i.e. cell k = 30, Fig. 8). As such, the experimental data from the settling 
column runs is used here primarily to verify the aggregation and break-up terms specified in the new extended PBE 
model, which isolate the quantitative contributions to flocculation behaviour from floc growth (i.e. due to floc-floc 
collisions) and break-up (i.e. due to shear induced floc breakage and sand particle–floc collisions). 
 
Fig. 9 presents comparisons between 1DV PBE model simulations and experimental measurements for the kaolin clay 
runs outlined above. Figs. 9(a1)-(d1) indicate that the 1DV advection-diffusion model predicts well the rate of increase 
in clay concentration Cc at both column elevations over the duration of clay input into the buffer tank (tm = 152 – 192 
mins, Table 1). The observed temporal lag in the concentration increase at the bottom of the column (i.e. OBS2, cell k = 
30) compared to at the mid-elevation (i.e. OBS1, cell k = 15) is also predicted by the 1DV model, although the predicted 
concentration differential between the two positions is, in general, lower than measured in the column. This discrepancy 
is likely to be due to assumptions associated with the diffusive behaviour of clay suspensions, especially the assumption 
of a constant diffusion coefficient s,i = 5010
-5
 m
2
 s
-1
 in Eq. (6) (see Table 2) for all clay floc size classes and at all 
column elevations. The 1DV model predictions indicate correctly the measured adjustment to quasi-steady 
concentration values [i.e. Cc  ~0.6 g l
-1
 and ~0.9 g l
-1
 in Figs. 9(a1),(c1) and 9(b1),(d1) for clay input concentrations 
Cm = 1.2 g l
-1
 and 1.8 g.l
-1
, respectively] at OBS1 and OBS2 positions following the cessation of the clay feed into the 
buffer tank. Indeed, both measured and predicted concentrations at OBS1 indicate a slight reduction at later stages of the 
runs due to the gradual decrease in buffer tank concentrations after the clay input has ceased. Overall, the level of 
agreement between the 1DV model and experimental data for temporally-varying clay concentrations at OBS1 (i.e. cell 
k = 15) and OBS2 (i.e. cell k = 30) is relatively good given the simplifications and assumptions imposed in the model.  
 
Figs. 9(a2)-(d2) show the PBE model predictions of the temporally-varying maximal Df,95 and root-mean-square Df,rms 
floc sizes at the bottom of the 1DV model domain (i.e. cell k = 30, Fig. 8), compared to the experimental floc data for 
the kaolin clay settling column runs. It is noted here that the model predictions of Df,95 floc sizes show discontinuities 
along the time series, which arise from the size class discretisation of the floc size distribution (FSD) in the PBE 
approach. Comparing Figs. 9(a2) and (b2) (i.e. runs TN4 and TN5, respectively  see Tables 1 and 2), it is observed that 
the initial aggregation rate is higher for the higher clay input condition [i.e. TN5: Cm = 1.8 g l
-1
, Fig. 9(b2)] in agreement 
with the experimental findings. Indeed, the mean aggregation rates dDf,95/dt for the model simulations can be estimated 
over the same initial aggregation phase as shown in Figs. 5(c) and (d) (i.e. best-fit trend lines to initial increasing Df,95 
floc measurements). These model predicted aggregation rates of dDf,95/dt = 0.42 m/min for TN4 [i.e. Fig. 9(a2)] and 
0.60 m/min [i.e. Fig. 9(b2)], compare favourably with the measured aggregation rates Df,95/dt = 0.37 m/min and 0.66 
m/min [i.e. Figs. 5(c) and (d), respectively]. In both runs, however, the predicted maximal Df,95 and root-mean-square 
Df,rms floc sizes are significantly lower than the measured floc sizes during this initial aggregation phase. This is due 
largely to the conservative upper boundary condition in the 1DV PBE model, where an initial floc size Df = 2 m is 
specified at cell k = 1 (Fig. 8). This effect is also clearly highlighted in Figs. 9(c) and (d) for the high shear simulations 
of runs TN7 and TN8, respectively (see Tables 1 and 2). Here, the initial aggregation phases predicted by the model 
simulations are not shown in the corresponding experimental data, where measured Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes remain 
relatively constant throughout the run durations. In all 1DV PBE simulations for kaolin clay suspensions [Figs. 9(a2) – 
(d2)], after this initial aggregation phase, the subsequent temporal development of Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes diminishes 
(i.e. dDf/dt  0) as the flow sizes approach quasi-equilibrium values. This occurs at elapsed times coinciding 
approximately with the development of equilibrium concentrations at both cells k = 15 (i.e. OBS1) and k = 30 (i.e. 
OBS2) within the 1DVdomain. In all cases, these predicted equilibrium Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes correspond well with 
the peak or quasi-equilibrium floc sizes measured in the settling column during the later stages of experimental runs 
[Figs. 9(a2) – (d2)]. This is illustrated in Table 3 where relative differences between the 1DV PBE predictions and 
measurements of Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes are less than 10%. 
 
In terms of the model simulations for the sand-clay mixture runs, Fig. 10(a)-(c) present corresponding time series of the 
predicted and measured maximal Df,95 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes for runs TNS2, TNS5 and TNS6, 
respectively (see Tables 1 and 2). In accord with the kaolin clay simulations, the model predictions of Df,95 and Df,rms 
floc sizes during the initial aggregation phase are generally lower than the measurements [see Fig. 10(b) and (c)], again 
due to the specification of a conservative initial floc size (Df = 2 m) condition at the upper boundary (i.e. k = 1, Fig. 8) 
in the 1DV PBE model. However, subsequent to this initial aggregation phase, the predicted Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes 
approach quasi-equilibrium values, which are again in good agreement with experimental data (see Table 3), with 
relative differences between measured and predicted floc sizes lower than 10%, as for the kaolin clay runs.  
 
It is noted that for both these kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture simulations some adjustment of the floc break-up 
parameter B (Table 2), required for the critical energy dissipation bi term in the floc fragmentation rate Si parameter 
[Eq. (22)], is required to improve the fit to experimental data. When combined with the newly-defined fragmentation 
coefficient Si,M+1 for sand particle – clay floc collisions, it is acknowledged that some uncertainty remains as to how best 
to define these empirical coefficients and parameters in the multi-fractional PBE model. As such, it is useful to compare 
1DV PBE model simulations for equivalent kaolin clay and sand-clay suspensions (under otherwise identical parametric 
conditions) to determine the relative influence of the fragmentation parameters Si andSi,M+1 on both the initial 
aggregation rates and the quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained. In this regard, Fig. 11(a) shows comparative simulations 
for TN5 (kaolin clay) and TNS5 (sand-clay) runs under medium shear conditions (Table 1). With the floc break-up 
parameter B = 2.5 specified in both runs [i.e. black and blue traces, Fig 11(a)], it is apparent that the additional break-up 
effects due to sand particle – clay floc collisions in the TNS5 simulation reduces both the initial aggregation rate and 
quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained (i.e. Df,95 = ~165 m  ~150 m; Df,rms = ~82 m  ~72 m), in general accord 
with the experimental measurements (Table 3). However, to gain improved agreement with the TNS5 floc size data, the 
break-up parameter B = 3.0 is used [see Fig. 10(b)], which results in a higher initial aggregation rate and lower quasi-
equilibrium maximal floc size Df,95 = ~140 m [i.e. green trace, Fig. 11(a)]. In Fig. 11(b), which compares simulations 
for TN8 (kaolin clay), TNS2 (sand-clay) and TNS6 (sand-clay) runs under high shear conditions (Table 1), it is clear 
that the influence of the sand particle – clay floc collisions (i.e. through fragmentation rate Si,M+1) is significantly 
diminished compared to under the medium shear conditions [Fig. 11(a)]. Specifically, the Df,95 and Df,rms floc size traces 
for TN8 and TNS2 almost coincide [i.e. black and blue traces, Fig. 11(b)], with Df,95; Df,rms  ~118 m; ~66 m, 
respectively. For the TNS6 simulation, by specifying floc break-up parameter B = 3.5 [i.e. green trace, Fig. 11(b)], an 
initial higher aggregation rate diminishes quickly and the overall peak maximal floc size is reduced [i.e. Df,95  ~113 
m], with Df,rms remaining largely unchanged.  
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
A combined experimental and numerical modelling study has been undertaken to investigate the flocculation behaviour 
of purely-cohesive (i.e. kaolin clay) and mixed (i.e. sand-clay) sediment suspensions. The experiments were conducted 
in a grid-stirred settling column, with controlled hydrodynamic conditions generated by a rigid array of oscillating 
grids. Continuous measurements of total suspended sediment (TSS) concentration were obtained via calibrated OBS 
probes located at the mid-height (OBS1) and bottom (OBS2) of the main column section. Floc size distributions (FSDs) 
were measured optically, with individual floc diameters Df calculated via ImageJ image analysis software. Statistical 
analysis of the floc populations allowed maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes to be calculated at 
different stages throughout each experimental run, allowing parametric correlations with in-situ TSS concentrations and 
turbulent shear rates to be investigated. 
 
Temporal variations in the Df,95, Df,90 and Df,rms floc sizes for the kaolin clay suspensions indicated that both the 
aggregation rates and peak floc sizes attained in the column were controlled primarily by the turbulent shear rate G and 
temporally-varying clay concentrations Cc. Specifically, for low to medium shear rate conditions, the initial aggregation 
rates for maximal floc sizes (dDf,95/dt)  and quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained were shown to increase with clay input 
concentration Cc (for a given shear rate G), with maximal floc sizes Df,95 typically in the macrofloc size range (i.e. Df > 
150 m), although reducing slightly at later stages in the runs. These quasi-equilibrium floc sizes typically coincided 
with equilibrium clay concentrations being attained at OBS1 and OBS2 positions in the column (Fig. 1). For higher 
shear rate conditions, there was no obvious initial aggregation phase, with representative floc sizes (Df,95, Df,90 and 
Df,rms) remaining largely unchanged and within the microfloc size range (Df < 150 m) over the run durations. 
 
The addition of the fine sand fraction to the kaolin clay suspensions was typically shown to reduce both the initial 
aggregation rates and peak or quasi-equilibrium floc sizes attained for given sand and clay input conditions under low to 
medium shear rates. In general, very few macroflocs (Df > 150 m) were generated within these sand-clay mixtures, 
suggesting that the presence of the fine sand inhibits flocculation either through direct inter-fractional (sand-clay) 
collisions and/or induced shear due to differential settling effects, as initially hypothesised by Cuthbertson et al. [3]. By 
contrast, under higher shear rate conditions, the representative floc sizes (Df,95, Df,90 and Df,rms) were largely similar to 
those generated in equivalent kaolin clay runs, suggesting the influence of sand-clay interactions in controlling 
aggregation and break-up processes is diminished in comparison to the dominant influence of high grid-generated 
turbulent shear. The parametric controls on the peak or quasi-equilibrium Df,95 and Df,90 floc sizes for both kaolin clay 
and sand-clay mixtures indicated direct proportionality to a modified flocculation parameter (C/G)
1/2
, with a few 
outliers occurring at (i) low shear rates, where high concentrations C can promote floc-floc collisions leading to floc 
breakage, or (ii) high shear rates, where shear-induced floc breakage is largely independent of concentration. 
 
A discretised 1DV PBE model was developed to simulate the temporally-varying flocculation behaviour of both the 
kaolin clay and sand-clay suspensions within the settling column runs. The key new aspect of this numerical study was 
the inclusion of additional floc break-up terms to account for multi-fractional (sand-clay) collisions and their effect on 
aggregation rates and the maximum floc sizes attained in the sand-clay mixture runs. This was based mainly on the 
experimental observation that very few macroflocs (Df > 150 m) were measured in the sand-clay runs compared to 
pure kaolin clay suspensions, where maximal sizes Df,95 often exceeded this threshold. As such, it was hypothesises that 
the break-up of flocs due to sand-clay collisions would only occur in the macrofloc size range and can be treated in the 
PBE in a similar manner to the floc-floc collisions that lead to aggregation. It is acknowledged here, however, that this 
is a first attempt to include the influence of sand-clay interactions on the aggregation and break-up characteristics of 
mixed (sand-clay) suspensions and, thus more precise details of the fundamental microphysics of these interactions, and 
their consequences, are required to improve their future representation in PBE-type models. 
 
Model simulations of both the kaolin clay and sand-clay suspensions in general provided good agreement with the 
experimental measurements of peak or quasi-equilibrium Df,95, Df,90 and Df,rms floc sizes, although this was somewhat 
dependent on the specification of appropriate break-up terms to represent the shear-induced Si and sand-clay collision-
induced Si,M+1 floc fragmentation rates. Furthermore, a general discrepancy between measured and predicted Df,95 and 
Df,rms floc sizes during the initial aggregation phase (i.e. with PBE simulations generally under-predicting floc sizes) 
was due largely to the implicit assumption of an unflocculated clay fraction (i.e. Df = Dp = 2 m) at the upper boundary 
of the 1DV model domain. The validity of this assumption could have been tested by measuring the FSD in the buffer 
tank to provide a more appropriate upper boundary condition within the PBE model. However, as an example, Fig. 
11(c) shows an additional 1DV PBE simulation for kaolin clay run TN4 (Table 1) within which an initial floc size Df = 
40 m is specified in cell k = 1 (Fig. 8). When compared with the experimental floc measurements for run TN4, the 
predicted Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes for this adjusted boundary condition show generally improved agreement during the 
aggregation phase (as expected), but poorer agreement with peak or quasi-equilibrium floc sizes later in the run. 
Overall, the combined influence of the shear-induced break-up rates Si and sand particle – clay floc collision rates Si,M+1 
in the 1DV PBE model can be summarised as follows: (i) under low-medium shear conditions, the floc break-up rates 
Si,M+1 due to sand-clay collisions have a significant effect in reducing both the initial aggregation rate and peak or quasi-
equilibrium floc sizes attained; while (ii) under high shear conditions, the dominance of the shear-induced floc 
fragmentation rate Si, which largely precludes the formation of macroflocs (Df > 150 m), thus diminishes the effect of 
the floc fragmentation rate Si,M+1 due to absence of sand-macrofloc collisions. A more comprehensive study of these floc 
break-up processes requires detailed microscale investigations of the particle-floc-fluid interactions and resulting floc 
fragmentation mechanisms, which is beyond the scope of the current paper. 
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Appendix 1: Derivation of the mass-conserving, lumped PBE model 
In the derivation of Eq. (14) from Eqs. (9)  (13), an initial distribution of mass concentration Ci within the different 
clay floc size classes i (i.e. total number of clay floc size classes M = 30) is considered. A PBE flocculation model is 
then derived to calculate changes to the mass concentrations Ci within each clay floc size class following aggregation 
mechanisms arising from clay particle-floc and floc-floc collisions and break-up mechanisms associated with turbulent 
shear and clay floc collisions with sand particles (i.e. specified as size class M+1, where relevant). 
 
Firstly, the increase in Ci arising from the aggregation of smaller floc sizes j = 1 up to (i-2) with flocs in the (i-1) size 
class is given by the summation of 
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where  and V are the density and volume of flocs within a specific class, and ni-1(i-1,j) is the change in number 
concentration in size class (i-1), given by the expression 
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Here, i,j, i,j and fi,j are defined as the collision efficiency, collision frequency and class allocation coefficients, 
respectively (see Section 4.2.1). Similarly, the increase in Ci arising from aggregation of smaller floc sizes j = 1 up to (i-
2) with flocs in the i size class is given by 
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with nj(j,i) and ni(i,j) are given by the expressions: 
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The increase in Ci through aggregation of (i-1) particles with other (i-1) particles is also written as 
     tiinViiC iiii   1,11,1 111 , (A6) 
with ni-1(i-1,i-1) is given by 
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Finally, in terms of aggregation, the increase in Ci through aggregation of (i-1) particles with i particles is written as 
        tiiniinViiC iiiii   1,,1,1 111 , (A8) 
where ni-1(i-1,i) and ni-1(i,i-1) are given by 
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By contrast, a decrease in the mass concentration Ci will also occur as a result of the aggregation of i sized particles 
with all other floc size classes j = 1 up to M.  This again can be discretised as follows 
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In terms of floc disaggregation or break-up processes, the increase in mass concentration Ci  as a result of the break-up 
of larger flocs j = i+1 up to M can be written in the form 
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where j is the breakage distribution function and Sj is the fragmentation parameter (see section 4.2.1).  There is also a 
decrease in mass concentrations Ci resulting from the break-up of flocs in size class i, i.e. 
    tnSViC iiiii    (A13) 
When the sand size class M+1 is added to the clay floc size classes, it can be assumed that collisions between sand 
particles and clay flocs from size class i will result in fragmentation into smaller flocs, with the sand fraction remaining 
as single discrete particles.  Assuming that the efficiency ij and frequency ij of these collisions are defined in a similar 
manner to those for floc-floc collisions (see Section 4.2.1), the reduction in mass concentration Ci due to these 
collisions can be written in the form: 
    tnSViC iMiiii  1,  (A14) 
where Si,M+1 is the fragmentation parameter of flocs in size class i due to collisions with the sand particles (M+1), which 
is assumed to have the following form: 
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The corresponding increase in Ci resulting from the break-up of larger flocs j (= i+1  M) following collisions with the 
sand fraction (M+1) can be similarly written as 
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1,  (A16) 
The mass-conserving, lumped PBE shown in Eq. (14) therefore includes all these individual Ci contributions, solving 
them for each floc size class i and within each discretised region of the modelled settling column (Fig. 8). 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic representation of settling column arrangement, oscillating grid array and in-situ floc measurement 
section; (b) image showing settling column during operation. 
Fig. 2: (a) Inverted image of kaolin flocs settling in viewing chamber; (b) and (c) show enlarged images of individual 
flocs. 
Fig. 3: Time series plots of OBS turbidity measurements (NTU) within grid-stirred column at mid-height (OBS1) and 
bottom (OBS2) of oscillating grid array for kaolin clay runs (a) TN3, (c) TN5, (e) TN8, and sand-clay runs (b) TNS3, 
(d) TNS1, (f) TNS2 (see Table 1). OBS1(ave) and OBS2(ave) are 11 min (61 point) moving-average trendlines from the 
raw OBS1 and OBS2 datasets.  
Fig. 4: Temporal variations in measured floc size distributions for kaolin clay suspensions: (a) run TN1; (b) run TN3; 
(c) run TN4; (d) run TN5; (e) run TN7; and (f) run TN8 (see Table 1). 
Fig. 5: Time series development of maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes for kaolin clay suspension 
runs: (a) TN1, (b) TN3, (c) TN4, (d) TN5, (e) TN7, and (f) TN8 (see Table 1). Error bars on maximal Df,95 floc sizes 
represent the standard deviations in the statistically-determined values. Variations in total suspended sediment (TSS) 
concentration at OBS1 and OBS2 positions are shown for comparison. 
Fig. 6: Time series development of maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes for sand-clay suspension 
runs: (a) TNS3, (b) TNS4, (c) TNS1, (d) TNS5, (e) TNS2, and (f) TNS6 (see Table 1). Error bars on maximal Df,95 floc 
sizes represent the standard deviations in the statistically-determined values. Variations in total suspended sediment 
(TSS) concentration at OBS1 and OBS2 positions are shown for comparison. 
Fig. 7: Variation in peak or quasi-equilibrium representative floc sizes (a) Df,95, (b) Df,90, and (c) Df,rms versus 
flocculation parameter (Cb/G)
1/2
 in all kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture runs. Error bars on each data point indicate 1 
standard deviation in floc sizes (vertical) and concentrations (horizontal).. 
Fig. 8: Discretisation of the main settling column section for 1DV PBE model 
Fig. 9: Time series plots showing experimental measurements and 1DV PBE model predictions: (a1)-(d1) mass 
concentration variations at OBS1 (i.e. cell k = 15) and OBS2 (i.e. cell k = 30) positions; (a2)-(d2) Df,95 and Df,rms floc 
sizes (at cell k = 30) for kaolin clay runs (a) TN4; (b) TN5; (c) TN7; and (d) TN8. 
Fig. 10: Time series plots showing experimental measurements and 1DV PBE model predictions of Df,95 and Df,rms floc 
sizes (at cell k = 30) for clay-sand runs (a) TNS2; (b) TNS5; and (c) TNS6. 
Fig. 11: Time series plots of 1DV PBE model predictions of Df,95 and Df,rms showing the influence of different floc 
break-up parameters: (a) runs TN5 and TNS5; (b) runs TN8, TNS2 and TNS6 (see Tables 1 and 2); and (c) the 
influence of initial floc size Df,k=1 specification at the upper boundary of the 1DV model domain (run TN4, Table 1 and 
2). 
 
Table Captions: 
Table 1: Summary of the main experimental variables 
Table 2: Summary of main model parameters used in 1DV advection-diffusion PBE simulations 
Table 3: Summary of measured and 1DV PBE predicted peak or quasi-equilibrium Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes for kaolin 
clay and sand-clay mixture runs shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic representation of settling column arrangement, oscillating grid array and in-situ floc measurement 
section; (b) image showing settling column during operation. 
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Fig. 2: (a) Inverted image of kaolin flocs settling in viewing chamber; (b) and (c) show enlarged images of individual 
flocs. 
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Fig. 3: Time series plots of OBS turbidity measurements (NTU) within grid-stirred column at mid-height (OBS1) and 
bottom (OBS2) of oscillating grid array for kaolin clay runs (a) TN3, (c) TN5, (e) TN8, and sand-clay runs (b) TNS3, 
(d) TNS1, (f) TNS2 (see Table 1). OBS1(ave) and OBS2(ave) are 11 min (61 point) moving-average trendlines from the 
raw OBS1 and OBS2 datasets. 
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Fig. 4: Temporal variations in measured floc size distributions for kaolin clay suspensions: (a) run TN1; (b) run TN3; 
(c) run TN4; (d) run TN5; (e) run TN7; and (f) run TN8 (see Table 1). 
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Fig. 5: Time series development of maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes for kaolin clay suspension 
runs: (a) TN1, (b) TN3, (c) TN4, (d) TN5, (e) TN7, and (f) TN8 (see Table 1). Error bars on maximal Df,95 floc sizes 
represent the standard deviations in the statistically-determined values. Variations in total suspended sediment (TSS) 
concentration at OBS1 and OBS2 positions are shown for comparison. 
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Fig. 6: Time series development of maximal Df,95, Df,90 and root-mean-square Df,rms floc sizes for sand-clay suspension 
runs: (a) TNS3, (b) TNS4, (c) TNS1, (d) TNS5, (e) TNS2, and (f) TNS6 (see Table 1). Error bars on maximal Df,95 floc 
sizes represent the standard deviations in the statistically-determined values. Variations in total suspended sediment 
(TSS) concentration at OBS1 and OBS2 positions are shown for comparison. 
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Fig. 7: Variation in peak or quasi-equilibrium representative floc sizes (a) Df,95, (b) Df,90, and (c) Df,rms versus 
flocculation parameter (Cb/G)
1/2
 in all kaolin clay and sand-clay mixture runs. Error bars on each data point indicate 1 
standard deviation in floc sizes (vertical) and concentrations (horizontal). 
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Fig. 8: Discretisation of the main settling column section for 1DV PBE model 
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Fig. 9: Time series plots showing experimental measurements and 1DV PBE model predictions: (a1)-(d1) mass 
concentration variations at OBS1 (i.e. cell k = 15) and OBS2 (i.e. cell k = 30) positions; (a2)-(d2) Df,95 and Df,rms floc 
sizes (at cell k = 30) for kaolin clay runs (a) TN4; (b) TN5; (c) TN7; and (d) TN8. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10: Time series plots showing experimental measurements and 1DV PBE model predictions of Df,95 and Df,rms floc 
sizes (at cell k = 30) for clay-sand runs (a) TNS2; (b) TNS5; and (c) TNS6. 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 11: Time series plots of 1DV PBE model predictions of Df,95 and Df,rms showing the influence of different floc 
break-up parameters: (a) runs TN5 and TNS5; (b) runs TN8, TNS2 and TNS6 (see Tables 1 and 2); and (c) the 
influence of initial floc size Df,k=1 specification at the upper boundary of the 1DV model domain (run TN4, Table 1 and 
2). 
 
 
  
Table 1: Summary of the main experimental variables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Run 
No. 
Oscillating Grids Kaolin-water mixture Dry sand 
Stroke 
S (m) 
Frequency  
f (s-1) 
Shear rate 
Gmin (s
-1)* 
Shear rate 
Gmax (s
-1)* 
Concentration 
Cm (g l
-1) 
Feed rate     
Qm (l min
-1) 
Feed time     
tm (mins) 
Feed rate Is  
(g min-1) 
TN1 0.05 0.2 0.73 43.6 1.2 0.3 190 - 
TN2 0.05 0.2 0.73 43.6 2.4 0.3 190 - 
TN3 0.05 0.2 0.73 43.6 1.8 0.3 169 - 
TN4+ 0.05 0.4 2.07 123.5 1.2 0.3 152 - 
TN5+ 0.05 0.4 2.07 123.5 1.8 0.3 170 - 
TN6 0.05 0.4 2.07 123.5 2.4 0.3 163 - 
TN7+ 0.05 0.6 3.79 226.8 1.2 0.3 192 - 
TN8+ 0.05 0.6 3.79 226.8 1.8 0.3 155 - 
TN9 0.05 0.6 3.79 226.8 2.4 0.3 215 - 
TNS1 0.05 0.4 2.07 123.5 1.8 0.3 172 2.26 
TNS2+ 0.05 0.6 3.79 226.8 1.8 0.3 157 1.99 
TNS3 0.05 0.2 0.73 43.6 1.8 0.3 140 2.0 
TNS4 0.05 0.2 0.73 43.6 1.8 0.3 150 4.15 
TNS5+ 0.05 0.4 2.07 123.5 1.8 0.3 170 3.90 
TNS6+ 0.05 0.6 3.79 226.8 1.8 0.3 180 4.70 
+ Test runs for PBE model simulations 
* Based on predictions from Eq. (2) at the mid-elevation between grids (i.e. z/H = 0) and close to “rest” position of grids (i.e. z/H = 0.475)  
Table 2: Summary of main model parameters used in 1DV advection-diffusion PBE simulations 
Run 
No. 
Shear 
rate       
G (s-1) 
Clay 
diffusion    
s,i (m
2.s-1) 
Sand 
diffusion   
s (m
2.s-1) 
Floc break-up 
parameter     
B + 
Floc collision 
efficiency 
max 
Initial floc 
diameter      
Df(k=1) (m) 
Sand input 
concentration    
Cs(k =1) (g.l
-1) 
Sand-floc collision 
efficiency           
I,M+1  
TN4 75.0 5010-5 0.510-5 3.0 1.0 2.0
 - - 
TN5 75.0 5010-5 0.510-5 2.5 1.0 2.0 - - 
TN7 100.0 5010-5 0.510-5 3.0 1.0 2.0 - - 
TN8 100.0 5010-5 0.510-5 2.5 1.0 2.0 - - 
TNS2 100.0 5010-5 0.510-5 2.5 1.0 2.0 0.0105 0.5 (150
*) 
TNS5 75.0 5010-5 0.510-5 3.0 1.0 2.0
 0.0205 0.5 (150*) 
TNS6 100.0 5010-5 0.510-5 4.0 1.0 2.0 0.0247 0.5 (150
*) 
+ Used to calculate critical energy dissipation term bi causing floc break-up [Eq. (22)]  
* Minimum floc size for sand-floc interaction and break-up [Di  Ds, Eq. (24)] 
Other fixed coefficients and empirical constants used in 1DV PBE model parameters: 
Eq. (16): maximum floc-floc collision efficiency max = 1.0; fitting parameters x = y = 0.1 
Eq. (17): Boltzmann constant KB = 1.3810
-23 m2.kg.s-2.K-1; absolute temperature T = 293K (20C) 
 
 
  
Table 3: Summary of measured and 1DV PBE predicted peak or quasi-equilibrium Df,95 and Df,rms floc sizes for kaolin 
clay and sand-clay mixture runs shown. 
Run 
No. 
Settling Column 1DV PBE Model Percentage Differences (%) 
Df,95(1) (m) Df,rms(1) (m) Df,95(2) (m) Df,rms(2) (m) 
[Df,95(2) – Df,95(1)]/ 
Df,95(1)  100 
[Df,rms (2) – Df,rms(1)]/ 
Df,rms(1)  100 
TN4 134.2 75.6 137.4 77.4 2.38 2.38 
TN5 165.1 81.0 166.1 82.4 0.61 1.73 
TN7 105.4 68.3 102.5 64.2 -2.75 6.00 
TN8 108.9 68.0 118.8 66.5 9.09 -2.21 
TNS2 121.6 72.0 117.5 66.2 -3.37 -8.06 
TNS5 146.3 79.0 139.5 78.0 -4.65 -1.27 
TNS6 123.3 76.0 122.8 70.3 -0.41 -7.50 
 
 
